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LETTER FROM OUR CEO
Trust

Dear Friends,

We are living in unprecedented and turbulent 
times in which the foundations of our local 
societies are challenged. Europe’s regional 
innovation ecosystems are being tested by 
circumstances that put pressure on the conti-
nuity of support. As business and innovation 
centres, we must be responsive, vocal and, 
most importantly, willing to lead with bold 
action–and so the deepening EU|BIC com-
munity is more vital to our future than ever 
before.

The good news: in these challenging times of 
uncertainty where society and business must 
learn new forms of interaction, trust becomes 
more important than ever. Our network, that 

connects EU|BICs and experts, is all about trust. Trust in 
a shared methodology, trust in the need for quality sup-
port services, trust in 35 years demonstrating quality, 
endurance and the capacity to learn from each other. 
Entrepreneurs and startups, but also investors and cor-
porates, look today beyond quick and easy solutions and 
search for trusted support and trusted networks. There 
are now more than 130 quality-certified EU|BICs and 46 
Associate Members shaping our global EBN network. 
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Becoming an EU|BIC means responding to our mission to 
use business and innovation as a force for regional deve-
lopment with the best possible actions to create vibrant, 
thriving startups and SMEs. In other words, EU|BICs take 
real steps to ensure that their services are best advan-
tageous to their clients and best advantageous to their 
regions.

This is all good news, but it is not enough. If our network 
hopes to rise to the challenge and increase our impact, it 
will require an ongoing commitment to learning, having 
confidence in our approach, adapting to change and 
maintaining our mind-set and sheer passion for excel-
lence. That is why we assess our core operating systems, 
benchmark our performance, and improve our services 
towards members. 

Our 2020 Impact and Activity Report describes what our 
community, including ourselves at EBN, has been up to 
this year. The staff of EBN is proud to be a part of this 
vital community of business and innovation experts, and 
I look forward to more good news ahead.

Javier Echarri, EBN CEO
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INNOVATION IS 
NOT JUST ABOUT 
TECHNOLOGY.  
IT IS ABOUT  
SOCIETY, IDEAS 
AND PEOPLE.
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INTRODUCTION
Since its inception in 1984, the EBN network 
has pursued its mission to support the best 
experts, represent our shared goals, bridge 
network actors, and use business innova-
tion to inspire and implement solutions for 
regional economic development. We do so 
through the design, development, collabo-
ration, and delivery of a wide range of tech-
nical business support services and quality 
assessment and certification products 
under the EU|BIC brand, within its licen-
sing association EBN. Our EU|BIC service 
offering covers nearly every activity that 
can be performed in a complex spectrum of 
entrepreneurial innovation support, inclu-
ding incubation, acceleration, internationa-
lisation, scaling, community building and 
financing. 

EBN’s service offering includes bench-
marking of quality-certified organisations 
through the EU|BIC Quality Mark, using 
assessment frameworks derived from lea-
ding evaluation and business appreciation 
practices. Such benchmarking enables 
members to uphold the high-quality stan-
dards of innovation support.

EU|BIC went a step further by incorpora-
ting specific and detailed focus areas into 
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INTRODUCTION
our service offering, including the things 
that might otherwise be ignored under an 
appreciation framework dedicated to maxi-
mising profit at the expense of the EU|BIC’s 
values, quality standards and the contribu-
tion to our shared regional missions. These 
have become our community’s four specific 
purposes, it is important that they are also 
analysed. We fortify these four commit-
ments in a member-oriented approach 
requiring that any change in service offe-
ring to our EU|BIC members can only be 
made if it strengthens them in delivering on 
the commitments. 

We provide our services around the world 
in our EU|BIC and Associate membership 
offer, in our cooperated partnerships, 
and our expert advisory services to public 
authorities from local to European level. 
We have over 175 members, with roughly 
one-third organised as business incuba-
tors, another third operating as an inno-
vation centres, including science and 
technology parks, around 20 development 
agencies and government organisations, 
and a group of 16 other organisations ran-
ging from entrepreneurship centres and 
chambers of commerce to research centres.
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EU|BIC BASICS
CEEI Asturias breaks it down
 
At CEEI Asturias, we mean business. We have a role to play and 
we act on it. Better yet, we try to get others to act with us. So 
that together we can create one big community of excellence, 
innovation, entrepreneurship, and impact. Which happens 
exactly what being a qualified European Business and Innova-
tion Centre (EU|BIC for short) is all about: delivering more to 
drive business and innovation, economic development, and 
ultimately wellbeing for the region. 

Now, this might sound good, but what does it mean?

To start with the terminology. A certified EU|BIC, such as CEEI 
Asturias, meets a high standard of specialised support services for 
innovative entrepreneurs and startups. The certificate is only avai-
lable for organisations that comply with the EU|BIC Quality Mark 
Criteria–the only quality system for business support organisations 
recognised by the European Commission–obtained via an on-site 
evaluation process, peer-to-peer reviews and the yearly self-as-
sessment tool. Without diving too much into details, it is important 
to know that it helps answer one big question: 

How do the services and activities offered by a business sup-
port organisation create a positive impact on its community of 
clients and its regional economic environment? 

The assessment results are made available via individual bench-
mark reports and in the form of the EU|BIC Impact and Activity 
Study, and its summarised version, the Report. You can find the 
most recent study online (www.ebn.eu/eubic-impact-study).

http://www.ebn.eu/eubic-impact-study
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Better innovation networks 

Now that we have your atten-
tion, have a look at the impres-
sive insights on how the EU|-
BIC community delivers on its 
mission. At CEEI Asturias we 
are specifically proud of the 
open innovation programmes 
involving corporates linked to 
digitalization, industry 4.0 and 
the Asturias Digital Innovation 
Hub and sectorial acceleration 
programmes in emerging areas 
such as Bio&Health, Sustai-
nable Mobility, Creative Indus-
tries that we have implemented 
this year. 

This growing community 
represents the most effective 
way of stimulating innova-
tive businesses: by offering 
high-quality services and building entrepreneurial 
networks that deliver solutions for local industries and 
beyond. It is a community that often shares practices 
and collaborates to help each other improve. In fact, 
this year CEEI organised the National Meeting ″Entre-
preneurial Regions, Keys of the Future″ with our fellow 
EU|BICs in Spain.
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WHY EU|BICS MATTER

EU|BICs continuously show 
that by offering the right set of 
quality support services they 
deliver much better results 
compared to other BICs from the 
same region. EU|BICs startup 

rates are higher, success rates are higher, and 
job creation and sustainability are higher. 

European Court of Auditors, 2014 special report on the contribution 
of the FEDER (European Regional Development Fund) to the 

development and effectiveness of business incubators

‘‘Being an EU|BIC is an 
exciting way to accelerate 
PPNT’s development. 
The opportunities that 
come with the network of 
organisations involved in 
supporting startups are 
truly worth exploring!’’ 

Dr Anna Torz, 
Incubation and Monitoring Expert at EU|BIC Poznan 

Science and Technology Parc, Poznan (PL)
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“As members of EBN we are able 
to learn from EU|BICs, keeping 
our skills and knowledge at the 
forefront of innovation, and bring 
our expertise as consultants and 
advisors to the benefit of the 
members and their startups’’

Monica Pesce, EBN Board Member 
representing Associate Members 

and Managing Director at VVA 
Economics & Policy, Brussels (BE) 

“The EBN Network of EU|BICs 
is one of the key networks for 
supporting development and 
growth of business at local level in 
the regions, providing high quality 
services to innovative startups, 
spin-offs, entrepreneurs and 

SMEs.  In our capacity as coordinators of the Enterprise 
Europe Network that supports SMEs and scale-ups for 
international innovation and growth, we appreciate 
the important contribution made by the EU|BICs to 
regional business support ecosystems, and are happy 
to count them among our local cooperation partners”. 

Giacomo Mattinò, Head of Unit, SME Internationalization 
Unit, DG Internal Market, Industry, Entrepreneurship 

and SMEs, European Commission in Brussels (BE)
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France
7 Associate
26 EU|BIC

33

Belgium
5 Associate
9 EU|BIC

14 6
Czech Republic
2 Associate
4 EU|BIC

6
Germany
4 Associate
2 EU|BIC

1 Egypt
1 EU|BIC

1 Bulgaria
1 EU|BIC

1 Cyprus
1 EU|BIC

1 Austria
1 EU|BIC

Canada
1 Associate
2 EU|BIC

3

China
2 Associate2

Finland
1 EU|BIC1Argentina

1 EU|BIC1

THE EU|BIC COMMUNITY
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United Kingdom
2 Associate
6 EU|BIC

8

Luxembourg
1 EU|BIC
1 Satellite

2

Portugal
2 Associate
7 EU|BIC

9

Spain
3 Associate
27 EU|BIC
3 Satellites

33

1 Switzerland
1 EU|BIC

1 United States
1 Associate

1 Greece
1 Associate

1 Kosovo
1 Associate

1 Serbia
1 Associate

1 Macedonia
1 Associate

1 Malta
1 Associate

Poland
1 Associate
2 EU|BIC

3
Ireland
1 Associate
4 EU|BIC
5 Satellites

10

Hungary
1 Associate
1 EU|BIC

2

Lebanon
1 Associate
1 EU|BIC

2

Taiwan
1 Associate
2 EU|BIC

3

Slovakia
1 EU|BIC1

Slovenia
1 EU|BIC1

Russian  
Federation
1 EU|BIC

1
Italy
6 Associate
8 EU|BIC
8 Satellites

22

2
Netherlands
1 Associate
1 EU|BIC

Grand Total : 176

   46 Associate

113 EU|BIC

   17 Satellites
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THE EU|BIC COMMUNITY’S 
SPECIFIC MISSION 
COMMITMENTS ARE:

Regional economic development 
From its origins until today, we endeavour to build strong 
innovation networks that support the economic development 
of European regions by (i) fostering entrepreneurial innovations, 
including the acceleration of new enterprises and fostering innova-
tion in existing enterprises; (ii) promoting entrepreneurial culture; 
(iii) modernising, digitalising and diversifying industries; (iv) stimu-
lating job creation; and (v) partnering strategically with universi-
ties, research and science parks, corporates, investors and public 
authorities to form a vast, diverse, collaborative and connected 
European business innovation ecosystem. 

Quality business support
We conduct our operations in a manner that delivers the 
highest-quality support services as possible. 
Our quality-certified, smart selection, ideation, acceleration, and 
incubation programmes are designed to support startups, scale-
ups, SMEs and innovators of all kinds to keep succeeding in achie-
ving their mission. In support of our commitment, we use our 
position as experts to share best practices with other businesses 
in our communities and facilitate social capital by getting people 
to meet and collaborate in mutual innovation projects–leaving no 
one behind.
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Access to finance
We endeavour to provide a steady pipeline of innovative, 
investment-ready companies and foster supportive investment 
opportunities, including, but not limited to, access to private 
investments, EU and non-EU grants, loans and equity funds, ensu-
ring the continuity of the businesses and innovations that a com-
petitive European economy needs. With a network of networks 
that spans over 27 EU countries and beyond, and an ecosystem of 
partners made up of hundreds of investors and lenders, we rely on 
various tools and programmes to embed innovation to finance and 
finance to innovation into our service portfolios and share best 
practices on (non-)financial investments processes.

Internationalisation
Our pan-European nature is one of our greatest assets to bols-
ter the expansion potential of European startups, scaleups and 
innovative SMEs, to support those who already operate on an 
international scale and to reinforce Europe as a global leader in 
entrepreneurial research and innovation. We apply our understan-
ding of the different needs of our client entrepreneurs throughout 
the various stages of growth and leverage the support network so 
they can benefit from the same quality of support in any region 
they target for expansion. The EU|BIC community is open to all its 
member’s companies and provides them with access to markets, 
networking, strategic partnering, and investment attraction by 
creating dedicated international soft-landing zones.
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companies
created 

4,300 & each company 
created on

average

19,986
jobs

4.6 jobs

Top 3 sectors represented by EU|BICs for 
tech-solutions: Environment & Energy, Health, ICT 

84%
94%

First Year Third Year

200+ accelerators 
and scale-up organisations

900+ funding organisations 

500+ innovation 
and development agencies

1700+ corporates and business schools
180+ non-profit organisations

Strategic Partnerships

Survival rates
after end of the support by an EU|BIC

5,154
events hosted 
reaching over 

199,581 
participants

Entrepreneurship 
stimulation services

provide physical 
incubation

virtual incubation 
services

Incubation services

81 %

45%

ACHIEVING OUR 
SPECIFIC MISSIONS 

Regional economic development
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companies
created 

4,300 & each company 
created on

average

19,986
jobs

4,6 jobs

Top 3 sectors represented by EU|BICs for 
tech-solutions: Environment & Energy, Health, ICT 

84% 
94% 

First Year Third Year

200+ accelerators 
and scale-up organisations

900+ funding organisations 

500+ innovation 
and development agencies

1700+ corporates and business schools
180+ non-profit organisations

Strategic Partnerships

Survival rates
after end of the support by an EU|BIC

5,154 
events hosted 
reaching over 

199,581 
participants

Entrepreneurship 
stimulation services

provide physical 
incubation

virtual incubation 
services

Incubation services

81 %

45 %

Quality business support

20,954  
companies supported

       25,713
             days  

of mentoring and coaching 
provided to companies by EU|BIC 

60%  
of inquiries received by 

entrepreneurs supported

core services  
of EU|BICs

 Proof of business

 Access to capital

 Access to markets

Top 3
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5,203 companies
supported with access to finance 

4%
PRE-SEED 

STAGE

17%
SEED 

STAGE

55%
START-UP
(series A)

24%
SCALE-UP 

STAGE

raised
in total 

25%
Public investors

75%
Private investors

Asia Middle
east South

America

30% 13%
21% 10%72%

EU
USA

4,792 companies 
supported with access to international markets

Health & 
Pharmaceutical

Environment
& Energy

Transport
& Mobility

ICT & Software
Development

Desired international markets

% of companies ready 
to go international

21 22 16 21

Access to finance
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Camnexus’ mission is to promote sustainable development by 
bridging the digital divide with inclusive connectivity and low 
energy sensing technologies. As participants of St John’s Innova-
tion Centre’s programmes of support since 2018 they have received 
coaching on business development and cash-flow modelling, trai-
ning on go-to-market strategies, how to access internationalisation 

opportunities, intellectual pro-
perty support and even gained 
access to investment readiness 
training and fundraising support 
via the Pitchfest programme. 

Camnexus’ success lies in the 
fact that they have embraced IoT 
solutions and made them avai-
lable in areas where it is most 
needed and most under-used. 
Working closely in partnership 
with St John’s ¬ the UK’s oldest 

business incubator focusing on knowledge-based business and 
the first accredited EU|BIC in the East of England - Camnexus has 
delivered its LoRa ‘End-to-User’ low power IoT Network to improve 
the agricultural productivity of Santa Catarina in Brazil using smart 
farming and precision agriculture technologies. It has already pro-
ven such a success that it gained the co-founder, Dr Jessica Ocam-
pos, a platform at TEDx Leicester where she described how the 
challenges faced by her target markets can be tackled in a collabo-
rative, inclusive innovation approach: “Innovation is not just about 
technology. It is about people.”

MEMBER STORY
Camnexus IoT

“The business support I have received 
from my St John’s business adviser 
has been excellent and it has been 
really helpful to plan and validate 
our expansion strategy and with our 
fundraising. St John’s global reach 
has been critical to the growth of our 
company and perfectly aligned with 
our plans for internationalisation.’’ 
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EU|BIC ST JOHN'S  
INNOVATION CENTRE (UK)

Jessica Ocampos, Managing Director Camnexus IoT



EU|BIC TAGUSVALLEY  
TECH PARK (PT)
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Bee2Fire’s mission is to limit losses caused by fires, one of Sou-
thern Europe’s main concern. They enable rapid response and sup-
port in firefighting operation efforts by providing early fire detec-
tion and decision support systems by scanning the landscape for 
smoke columns above the horizon using Deep Artificial & Neural 
Networks and innovative multi-sensor technology. Today, as one 
of the 64 companies supported by TAGUSVALLEY - a science and 
technology park covering over 8 hectares, located in Abrantes, 
operating since 2003 - it contributes to the promotion of entre-
preneurship, competitiveness, 
synergies with and technology 
transfer in the Médio Tejo region. 
As a member, they have received 
support in regional networking 
with the public sector and iden-
tification of internationalisation 
support programmes.

Bee2Fire grew rapidly, now ope-
rating in Brazil to help keep a 
mining company working and to 
protect trees for a pulp and paper producer. Perhaps most signifi-
cantly, they opened an office and the system has been put to work 
in California (US), which had its deadliest yearly wildfires in 2018. 
Along with analysing the on-site data, the device’s artificial intel-
ligence now weighs similar events captured by the system over 
time. To provide its crucial insights Bee2Fire successfully leverages 
the working power of IBM’s Watson supercomputer to visually 
evaluate what it sees and forecasts from weather company data to 
predict how fires might spread.

MEMBER STORY
BEE2FIRE

“Being in the centre of the country 
and close to everything has been 
an advantage. We have in the 
park a wide range of services and 
a management that provides 
support to companies and favours 
the formation of knowledge 
and business networks.’’
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HOW DID THE EU|BIC  
COMMUNITY START?
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55

385
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HOW EBN SUPPORTS 
THE EU|BIC COMMUNITY

Grow 

23 international projects 
involved  100+ EU|BIC and 
Associate Members  
& 900+  client companies

5 new Associate Members  
& 2 candidate EU|BICs,  
& 1 new licensed EU|BIC  
- Parque Científico y 
Tecnológico Cartuja in Spain – 
congratulations!

Webinars  
provided- on sector-based 
topics, presenting tools 
to improve companies to 
scale-up 

Training and study events 
hosted - facilitating peer-
reviews and shared-learning, 
directly involving members as 
trainees and trainers

Special Interest 
Groups
Eco Innovation
Space
Creative Industries
Social Impact 
Smart Manufacturing

Topics:  
Smart Industries, 
Digitalisation, Smart 
Cities, Sustainable 
Tourism, Responsible 
Innovation, Fashion 
Tech, Smart Agri & Food, 
Public Sector Innovation, 
Smart Specialisation, 
Energy Storage 4.0, Social 
Innovation, Investment
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Promote 

Connect 

Pitching events 
online and offline 
pitching, and 
matchmaking 
for startups and 
investors

EBN Internationalisation Helpdesk launched,  
piloting Discovery missions, Trade missions,  
Regional attractiveness webinars,  
and Internationalisation training offer

EBN Congress ‘Venturing forward for 
innovation’ in Rome (IT) with EU|BIC Lazio 
Innova and Regione Lazio – hosting 300 
participants for 3-days 
EBN Techcamp ‘Smart Cities innovating 
sustainability’, with EU|BIC Toulon var 
Technology in Toulon (FR) – hosting 100 
incubator experts and innovative startups
EBN 35 Anniversary, celebrating with 50 
EU|BICs and Associate Members in Brussels 
(BE)

Major international events 3

Topics:  
Horizon Europe, 
Digital Europe, 
EU Digital 
Innovation Hubs, 
Blue Innovation, Eco 
innovation, Agrifood 
digitalisation

Events, consulta-
tions, and studies  

showcasing and invol-
ving members activities 
and promoting member 
perspectives

16
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EBN TEAM 2020 
Javier Echarri, CEO

Laura Lecci, COO

Thierry Veys, CFO

Marta Gomez Andrés,  
Communication & Events Manager

Luca Maini, Quality & Research Officer

Nathalie Marchand, Membership Officer

Bram Pauwels, Communication Manager

Raffaele Buompane, Sr. Project Leader

Rubén Carrandi, Sr. Project Leader

Chiara Davalli, Sr. Project Leader 

Perrine Hamon, Sr. Project Leader

Kristina Kockova, Sr. Financial Officer

Edouard Léonet, Project Manager

Marion Perrin, Sr. Project Leader 

Florian Sora, Project Manager

Robert Sanders, Sr. Advisor

David Tee, Sr. Advisor
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PARTNERS AND CLIENTS 

The EU|BIC community and EBN secreta-
riat regularly collaborate, among others, 
with the following organisations: 

ANCES | BAE - Business Angel Europe | EBAN 
– European Business Angels Network | EEN 
– Enterprise Europe Network | EUREKA 
– Innovation across borders | European 
Commission | European Investment Bank 
| European Parliament | European Patent 
Office | EVPA – European Venture Philan-
thropy Association | FRAUNHOFER IPK | 
GIZ - Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internatio-
nale Zusammenarbeit | IASP – Internatio-
nal Association of Science and Technology 
Parks | Impact Hub | RETIS | STEINBEIS | 
UNDP – United Nations Development Pro-
gramme | World Bank

SUPPORTING 
EXCELLENCE
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EU|BIC’S  
QUALITY SERVICES  

FOSTER INNOVATION,  
ENTREPRENEURIAL 

CULTURES AND  
JOB CREATION
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